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OneWeb founder Wyler calls for
responsible smallsat operations

KEITH JOHNSON FOR SPACENEWS

T

he founder of broadband megaconstellation company OneWeb urged the
smallsat industry to operate responsibly in orbit, warning that failed satellites and
collisions could result in stifling government
regulation.
In an Aug. 5 keynote address at the Conference on Small Satellites, Greg Wyler contrasted
OneWeb’s emphasis on building reliable satellites
and avoiding the creation of orbital debris with
unnamed companies that he fears may sacrifice
reliability in a rush to get their satellites launched.
“I’m really not a fan of just launching stuff
in space to raise money, and launching stuff in
space that’s not finished or not ready or vetted,”
he said. “You should not be throwing up hundreds and hundreds of kilograms of mass that
just becomes a missile.”
Wyler didn’t identify by name any companies
that are launching satellites in that way, but his
comments appeared to be a veiled reference to
SpaceX and its Starlink constellation. SpaceX
launched its first 60 Starlink satellites in May,
and later reported at least three had failed. The
company also raised a $310 million funding
round about a month after that launch.
“To not sit and think about longer-term ramifications of what you’re doing is just irresponsible,” he said. “We had a team on space debris
from day one.”
Wyler argued that OneWeb is trying to be a
responsible operator by focusing on the reliability of its satellites, avoiding failures that prevent
from the company from deorbiting them. The
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OneWeb founder Greg Wyler delivers the opening keynote address Monday at the 33rd Annual Conference on
Small Satellites in Logan, Utah.

first six OneWeb satellites, launched in February,
are 100% functional, he said.. “We’re really, really
happy with them.”
With a completion of a new factory in Florida,
the company is preparing to launch its initial
constellation of 650 satellites in batches of 34 to
36 each. Those launches will take place monthly,
starting in December, on Soyuz rockets.
Wyler said he was worried, though, about the
effects on OneWeb and the industry should there
be another collision like the Iridium-Cosmos

event a decade ago. “If we have a couple of satellites collide, you’re going to see regulations
and you’re going to see it fast, and it’s going to
make no sense at all,” he warned.
He added he wasn’t concerned about competing with what he estimated to be at least 150
other proposed satellite constellations as long
as they adopted a similar approach to space
operations. “We welcome lots of people to come
and join and do this,” he said. “I just want them
all to do it safely.” SN
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In-Orbit
Demonstration
Programme
Get your service off the ground

The Satellite Applications Catapult’s In-Orbit Demonstration (IOD) programme offers a fast-track,
low-cost opportunity to launch a satellite into orbit in just 12 months.

What do you get?

For each IOD mission, you are offered a CubeSat platform, including integration and testing, an
International Space Station launch opportunity, and business and technical support from the
Catapult team.

Are you eligible?

The IOD programme is open to any organisation or consortium who can clearly demonstrate the
commercial potential of a service and a route to market. Companies applying for the programme
must be based in the UK or willing to open a UK site.

Find out more

Learn more about the In-Orbit Demonstration programme and opportunities for space companies
in the UK at our High Tea on Wednesday August 7 at 3.30pm, held in partnership with the UK
government’s Department for International Trade, the UK Space Agency, and the UK’s Science
and Technology Facilities Council. Register for your place by emailing iod@sa.catapult.org.uk
sa.catapult.org.uk/iod

@SatAppsCatapult #IOD
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OneWeb gearing up for mass
production of satellites

COURTESY ONEWEB SATELLITES

A

new factory on Florida’s
Space Coast will soon be
producing satellites for
OneWeb’s broadband megaconstellation at the rate of two per day,
as the joint venture that runs the
factory looks for other customers.
OneWeb Satellites, a joint venture
of OneWeb and Airbus Defence and
Space, formally inaugurated the
9,750-square-meter factory just outside
the gates of the Kennedy Space Center
in a July 22 ceremony. The factory
is a key element in OneWeb’s plans
to deploy an initial constellation of
650 satellites over the next two years.
“We are going to pioneer serial
satellite production,” said Tony
Gingiss, chief executive of OneWeb
Satellites, at the ceremony, whose
guests included Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, FCC Chairman Ajit
Pai and Sen. Rick Scott (R-Fla.), who
was governor when Florida landed
the deal three years ago to bring the
factory to the state.
Gingiss claimed that such highrate production is something “that
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has not been done in the industry.”
There are, however, contemporary
examples of volume production of
small satellites, such as Planet, which
has built several hundred of its Dove
imaging cubesats, and Spire, which
has built more than 100 of its Lemur
cubesats. SpaceX has also built at
least 60 Starlink satellites, launched
in May, as it seeks to deploy a constellation that could eventually reach
12,000 satellites.
OneWeb’s effort, though, is at a
different scale that those for cubesat
constellations and, unlike SpaceX,
the company is willing to show off
its capabilities. The factory features
two production lines, laid out to make
the flow of spacecraft production as
efficient as possible. Robots known
as automated guided vehicles move
components from one station to the
next. After assembly and testing, the
satellites, weighing 150 kilograms
each, will be loaded in shipping
containers and flown out from the
nearby Shuttle Landing Facility to
the launch site.
At the time of the ceremony, the
factory had yet to build any satellites.

OneWeb Satellites was still in the
process of commissioning the lines,
testing equipment and procedures.
Company officials at the event declined
to say when full-scale production
would begin, but said that the first set
of 34 satellites, scheduled to launch
on a Soyuz rocket from the Baikonur
Cosmodrome in December, would
all be built at the factory.
OneWeb needs the factory to
maintain a high production rate to
meet its deployment plans. Adrian
Steckel, chief executive of OneWeb,
said at the event that the company is
planning monthly launches starting
in December, each carrying 34 to 36
satellites. Those Soyuz launches will
take place from both Baikonur and
the new Vostochny Cosmodrome
in Russia’s Far East.
As OneWeb Satellites cranks up
production of OneWeb’s constellation, it’s looking ahead to other
customers. While OneWeb has plans
for additional, larger satellite constellations, Gingiss said the company
wants to offer its mass production
expertise to other customers, both
commercial and government.

OneWeb Satellites was still commissioning its Florida factory in late
July but expects to be up and running in time to build the 34 satellites slated to launch in December.

One example is DARPA, which
awarded a contract to Airbus in January to develop a satellite bus for its
Blackjack program, which seeks to
examine how commercial smallsat
constellations could be used for military applications. “We’re definitely
going to show them how to do that,”
Gingiss said.
“We also want to bring this to
the larger commercial sector, and
to the military LEO applications,” he
added. He didn’t elaborate on those
opportunities, but the Pentagon’s
new Space Development Agency
has shown an interest in such
constellations, holding an industry
day July 23 to solicit input from
companies on their capabilities
and concepts.
“We are the leaders,” Gingiss said,
“and I expect that we will continue
to lead this industry in this area.” SN
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Arianespace and SpaceX offering
new dedicated rideshare services
“We see this as a growth
trend. Clearly, there is
a need for this type of
service.”

Arianespace Inc. President Wiener Kernisan, right, talks with reporters Monday at the Conference on Small
Satellites about the company’s plans to launch a dedicated rideshare mission to GEO in 2022.

T

wo of the largest commercial launch
providers separately announced plans
Aug. 5 to provide dedicated launches of
small satellites to sun synchronous and geostationary orbits.
Arianespace announced it will perform a
dedicated rideshare mission directly to geostationary orbit in the first half of 2022 on an
Ariane 64. That mission, called GO-1, will be able
to place 4,500 kilograms of payload into GEO
about six hours after launch from French Guiana.
The direct injection will allow GO-1 mission
to drop off its payloads into GEO about six hours
after launch. That is much faster than traditional
launches that place satellites into geostationary
transfer orbit, from which satellites spend anywhere from a few weeks to six months raising
their orbit to GEO.
“This is clearly one of the great advantages
of that solution,” said Wiener Kernisan, president of Arianespace’s U.S. subsidiary, during a
briefing at the Conference on Small Satellites.
“They’re able to have a satellite in orbit in six
hours instead of six months.”
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Kernisan said the company sees the demand
for GO-1 coming from the emerging small GEO
satellite field, where a number of companies are
developing satellites weighing several hundred
kilograms, rather than the several thousand kilograms of conventional GEO communications
satellites. Such small GEO satellites can provide
niche services for satellite operators as well as
governments.
“There is a market out there,” he said, adding
that Arianespace is in talks with three or four
potential customers, with the first deals signed
in perhaps three to six months. The company is
streamlining the contracting process to allow
customers to sign up for GO-1 as soon as six to
12 months before launch.
Kernisan said he expects GO-1 to be followed
by similar missions, perhaps annually, based
on the demand they’re seeing. “We see this
as a growing trend,” he said, citing the overall
growth of the smallsat industry. “Clearly there
is a need for this type of service.”
SPACEX HOPS ON BOARD
At the same time Arianespace announced GO1, SpaceX announced it was starting its own

dedicated rideshare program to launch spacecraft
to sun-synchronous orbit (SSO). SpaceX said it
will carry out a series of Falcon 9 launches from
Vandenberg Air Force Base in California, starting
in late 2020 or early 2021 and continuing on an
annual basis through at least 2023.
“SpaceX is committed to serving the commercial market as it grows and changes, and
we believe we can address the needs of small
satellite operators by offering reliable, cost-effective access to orbit through regularly scheduled, dedicated rideshare missions,” a company
spokesperson said.
While Arianespace didn’t reveal pricing for
its GO-1 mission, SpaceX included a price list
with its announcement. A satellite weighing up
to 150 kilograms can launch for $2.25 million
if the customer signs up at least 12 months
before launch, or $3 million if the customer
signs up as soon as six months before launch.
A 300-kilogram satellite can launch for $4.5
million to $6 million.
SpaceX performed one dedicated rideshare
mission with Spaceflight in December, launching 64 satellites to SSO on a Falcon 9. SpaceX is
working directly with satellite operators on this
program, however.
SpaceX, which effectively exited the smallsat
market with the retirement of the Falcon 1, has
previously suggested that it could serve smallsat
customers through dedicated rideshare missions. SpaceX President Gwynne Shotwell said
at the World Satellite Business Week conference
in Paris in September 2018 that the company
was considering a regular series of dedicated
rideshare missions. “Basically the train leaves
the station at a specific time,” she said. “That
could provide a pretty significant advantage
to these microsatellites.” SN
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Wiener Kernisan, president of Arianespace’s
U.S. subsidiary

HawkEye 360 raises $70 million in
Series B financing round

H

awkEye 360, a company building a
constellation of radio-frequency data
satellites, raised $70 million in Series
B financing, the Herndon, Virginia, company announced Aug. 6 at the Small Satellite
Conference.
With $70 million from the latest round
and more than $30 million raised previously,
HawkEye 360 has plenty of funding to complete
construction and launch of its constellation of
six satellite clusters, John Serafini, HawkEye
360 CEO and co-founder, told SpaceNews.
Each cluster includes three satellites flying in
formation to geolocate the origin of RF signals.
Investors and entrepreneurs consider Series B
funding an important threshold for any startup.
“A lot of companies can find access to seed
and Series A,” Serafini said. “Beyond Series A,
companies have to prove they can execute on
their business plans, build their infrastructure
and achieve what they’ve promised.”
HawkEye 360 launched its first three-satellite
cluster in December. The company completed
satellite commissioning in February and rolled
out its first RF signal mapping product, RFGeo,
in April. RFGeo is designed to help customers
identify and geolocate maritime VHF radio channels, marine emergency distress beacons and
vessel Automatic Identification System signals.
HawkEye 360 plans to launch its second satellite cluster in early 2020, said Adam Bennett,
HawkEye 360 product marketing director. “After
that, we will rapidly build and launch four more
clusters,” Bennett told SpaceNews.
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HawkEye 360 is among the many exhibitors at the Conference on Small Satellites this year.

HawkEye 360’s Series B round attracted new
investors Airbus and Esri as well as additional
funding from existing investors including Razor’s Edge Ventures, Allied Minds and Shield
Capital Partners.
“We are joining the funding of HawkEye 360
at an important time in their growth,” Evert Dudok, Airbus Defence and Space executive vice
president of communication, intelligence and
security, said in a statement. “Analytics from
space is a game-changer for the industry and
HawkEye 360’s satellite data are highly complementary to Airbus’ global portfolio of optical and
synthetic aperture radar satellites. Therefore, we
believe our investment will support accelerating

their plans and be of mutual business benefit
to our companies in the future.”
Serafini is equally enthusiastic about the new
relationship, saying in a statement that having
Airbus as an investor “provides exceptional
access to European markets.”
Mark Spoto, Chairman of HawkEye 360’s
board of directors and Razor’s Edge managing
director at Razor’s Edge, said in a statement,
“The capital markets are now determining the
leaders of the emerging commercial space
marketplace.” HawkEye 360 attracted the Series
B financing due to its leadership, hardworking
team and accomplishment of major milestones,
he added. SN
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In Brief

The Atlas 5 that will launch AEHF-5 this Thursday.

A United Launch Alliance Atlas 5 rocket scheduled to launch a $1.1 billion military communications satellite Thursday will carry an experimental cubesat as a rideshare payload on the back of the
Centaur, the Atlas’ upper stage.
The main payload is the fifth Lockheed Martin-built Advanced Extremely High Frequency satellite,
or AEHF-5. For this mission, the Air Force integrated a 12U cubesat on the Centaur’s aft bulkhead carrier.
The rideshare payload will separate before the primary payload separates, said Col. Shane Clark,
AEHF-5 mission director at the Air Force Space and Missile Systems’ Center Launch Enterprise Systems Directorate. “It’s the first time SMC separates a rideshare payload prior to the anchor mission,”
Clark said Monday during a conference call. The cubesat will be used to test orbital debris tracking
technologies.
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LeoLabs unveils commercial tracking
service for small satellites

L

eoLabs, a space situational
awareness company, unveiled
a small satellite tracking service
called LeoTrack Aug. 5 at the Small
Satellite Conference here.
LeoTrack, which LeoLabs sells
through web-based subscriptions,
provides small satellite and cubesat
operators with a range of services
and information including spacecraft tracking, orbital state vectors,
predictive radar availability, scheduled passes and visualization tools.
One thing that makes the service
unique is its precision, Mike Nicolls,
LeoLabs co-founder and chief technology officer, said. LeoTrack can
pinpoint the location of satellites
to within something “on the order
of a hundred meters,” and provide
customers with “validated solutions
and validated uncertainties on all
of our objects we track,” he added.
Space-Track.org, the website
that shares satellite tracking data
from the U.S. Joint Forces Space
Component Command offers
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precision measured in kilometers.
Several high-profile customers
already subscribe to LeoTrack including BlackSky, Maxar Technologies,
Planet and Swarm Technologies.
A standard, 12-month LeoTracks
subscription costs $2,500 per month
per satellite. LeoLabs will negotiate
pricing with companies operating fleets of more than five or six
satellites and with customers who
have unique requirements like data
licensing, Nicolls said.
With wa subscription, customers
gain access to the LeoTrack platform
and its visualization tools. “You can
visualize where your objects are
now,” Nicolls said. “You can propagate them forward in time and you
can embed the visualization in other
applications.”
Swarm’s homepage includes a
LeoTrack visualization. It shows the
orbital locations of Swarm’s SpaceBee
satellites, which are one-quarter the
size of a single cubesat.
“At Swarm, we rely on the LeoTrack
service to get accurate position information for all of our one-quarter-U

Visualization from LeoLab’s subscription-based satellite tracking service.

satellites,” Swarm CEO Sara Spangelo said in a statement. “Having
access to this data is key for us at
initial deployment and throughout
the lifetime of the satellites. We use
it for operational purposes, to share
with other space operators and for
the general public on our website.”
LeoLabs tracks objects in low
Earth orbit with phased-array radars
in Alaska and Texas. The company

is building another radar in New
Zealand, which it plans to begin
operating by the end of the year.
LeoLabs also created a tool to help
the New Zealand Space Agency
monitor satellites in low Earth orbit.
“Our goal at LeoLabs is to provide
services to every satellite operator in
low earth orbit from major constellation operators to university research
satellites,” Nicolls said. SN

O

pen source spacecraft
software developer Kubos is working with Ruag
Space to offer high-performance
and scalable computer systems
to meet the growing demands
of satellite megaconstellations.
The firms signed an agreement
Aug. 5 at SmallSat to work together
to offer constellation developers
“ready-to-fly” computer systems,
with Kubos providing its KubOS
operating system and Ruag Space
its satellite computing hardware.
The companies say that, by
joining forces, they can provide
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spacecraft computer systems that
are reliable and affordable but can
also be produced at scale, meeting
the needs of both commercial and
government satellite constellations.
“Customers have come to know
and expect reliable systems from
Ruag Space, but the challenge we
face as an industry is producing
the same reliable systems at scale
and at a level that makes them affordable for a megaconstellation,”
Ruag Space CEO Peter Guggenbach
said.. “To accomplish this requires
strategic partners, particularly in
software.”
The agreement allows Kubos
to move upmarket. The company

has built a following among nanosatellite developers, with more
than 500 users of KubOS, which
the company says is the largest
open-source software community in the space industry. Kubos
wants to leverage that software,
and community of users, for larger
satellites and bigger customers.
“KubOS is the Android of space
systems,” said Kubos CEO Marshall
Culpepper, referencing Google’s
Android operating system for
smartphones. “By combining it
with a wide range of powerful
hardware platforms, it can bring
incredible value to its end users.”
He said the agreement with

Ruag to use Kubos software for
larger satellite systems is part of
a broader trend in the computing
industry of leveraging the growing capabilities of open source
software.
“The collaboration of large
successful aerospace firms with
innovative software companies is
going to be an unstoppable trend
as more large constellations are
planned and launched into orbit,”
he said. “The underlying truth for
those applications is that they
need both flexible software and
reliable hardware, just the same as
our day-to-day computing needs
down on Earth.” SN

LEOLABS

Kubos, Ruag partner on computer systems for megaconstellations

Momentus to rely on NanoRacks
airlock for Vigoride shuttle

MOMENTUS/NANORACKS

I

n-space transportation startup
Momentus announced an
agreement with NanoRacks
to send Momentus’ Vigoride small
satellite shuttle customers into
space through NanoRack’s Bishop
Airlock Module.
“We are looking forward to
a long and fruitful partnership
with NanoRacks,” Momentus
CEO Mikhail Kokorich, said in a
statement. “The Momentus service
offerings are complementary to
that of NanoRacks, allowing their
customers to go beyond the station
to a higher altitude, prolonging
their mission life.”
NanoRacks, a company founded
in 2009 to spur commercial utilization of space, launches cubesats
and microsatellites for customers
from the International Space
Station as well as from Northrop
Grumman’s Cygnus spacecraft. To
offer space access for larger satellites seeking to fly off the space
station, NanoRacks is developing
the Bishop Airlock Module, which
it plans to send to ISS in 2020.
Once the Bishop Airlock is in
place, Momentus will send its Vigoride customers into orbit through
the commercial airlock, Momentus
and NanoRacks announced Aug.
5 at the Small Satellite Conference.
“This is exactly why NanoRacks
chose to invest in the first-ever
commercial airlock for the space
station,” NanoRacks CEO Jeffrey
Manber, said in a statement. “Bishop
is here to enable technology development and to further enhance
our customers’ abilities in space.
Momentus is doing both.”
Momentus plans to conduct a
test launch in 2020 of Vigoride,
a shuttle to ferry payloads from
one location in low Earth orbit to
another, by sending a satellite into
orbit through NanoRacks’ Kaber
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“This is exactly
why NanoRacks
chose to invest
in the first-ever
commercial
airlock for the
space station.”
Jeffrey Manber, NanoRacks CEO

Momentus announced plans to launch satellites for customers of its Vigoride inspace shuttle (above) through the Bishop Airlock Module (below) that Boeing is
building for NanoRacks.

Microsat Deployer on the space
station. Kaber sends satellites
weighing about 82 kilograms or
less out of the Japanese Experimental Module airlock.
Momentus is raising money to
begin operating a shuttle service
with spacecraft powered by the
firm’s proprietary water-plasma
engines. Momentus launched its
first water-plasma engine into orbit in July. The company has not
announced any results. Momentus
also raised $25.5 million in Series
A funding in July.
Boeing is developing, manufacturing and preparing to install
the Bishop airlock for NanoRacks.
Thales Alenia Space is producing
the airlock’s pressure shell, micrometeoroid orbital debris shields and
various structural components.
NanoRacks and its partners are
designing the Bishop airlock to work
both on the International Space
Station and on future commercial
space stations. Bishop will have five
times the volume of the Japanese
airlock in addition to platforms for
hosted payloads and pressurized
research racks, according to the
Aug. 5 news release.
NanoRacks plans to send the
Bishop airlock to the International
Space Station in 2020 on SpaceX
Commercial Resupply Service
mission 21. SN
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Blue Canyon Technologies continues
NASA cubesat operations

S

mall satellite manufacturer
Blue Canyon Technologies
(BCT) announced plans Aug.
5 to continue operating two NASA-funded cubesats, TEMPEST-D
and HaloSat, from its mission operations center in Boulder, Colorado.
Both TEMPEST-D, short for Temporal Experiment for Storms and
Tropical Systems – Demonstration,
and HaloSat, an investigation of
the Milky Way’s galactic halo, were
launched from the International
Space Station in July 2018. A year
later, both six-unit cubesats built
by BCT are working well, said BCT
CEO George Stafford.
The contract extensions reflect
the performance of BCT hardware
and the firm’s “ability to operate
missions and deliver mission data
to our customers,” Stafford said
by email. “The complete turn-key
and affordable solutions from BCT
enable these missions to continue
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way beyond their intended mission life.”
BCT is building more than 60
spacecraft for government, commercial and academic customers.
Increasingly, the company also
operates satellites for customers.
BCT currently operates five satellite missions and plans to begin 12
more in 2020, Stafford said.
The TEMPEST-D satellite makes
global measurements of water vapor, clouds and precipitation using
a five-channel millimeter-wave
radiometer. The cubesat developed
by Colorado State University, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the
California Institute of Technology
and BCT. NASA’s Earth Ventures
program is sponsoring the mission.
Under the contract extensions,
BCT will continue to operate TEMPEST-D for four months and HaloSat
for five months, Stafford said. BCT
officials declined to comment on
the value of the awards.
HaloSat, a mission developed

Data from NASA’s TEMPEST-D cubesat mission will continue to flow thanks to BCT.

by the University of Iowa, is the
first cubesat funded by NASA’s
Astrophysics Division. HaloSat
relies on X-ray detectors to observe
hot baryon gas in the Milky Way.
“It’s been a pleasure working
with the talented team from BCT
on the construction and operations
of HaloSat,” said Philip Kaaret,

HaloSat principal investigator
and a professor in the University
of Iowa’s physics and astronomy
department.
BCT is expanding rapidly. The
firm, which has doubled its staff in
the past year, plans to open a new
80,000-square-foot headquarters
and production facility in 2020. SN

M

enaco ID, a supplier of
spacecraft structures
and radio-frequency
components, is expanding into the
smallsat business with the help of
the French space agency CNES.
The deployer, still under development, is Menaco ID’s first smallsat
product, Didier Zely, manager of
Menaco ID’s deployment systems
product line, said by email.
Based in Toulouse, France, Menaco ID is a 75-person company that
counts on the space sector for 90%
of its $10 million in annual revenue.
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A rendering of Menaco ID’s Ejection of
Satellite System

Zely said the company spent the
last year developing the Ejection
Of Satellite (EOS) separation system
for smallsats between 20 and 60
kilograms. The first deployer will
be qualified and ready for launch

opportunities during the second
half of 2020, he said.
Zely said CNES is helping identify
launch opportunities for the dispenser. The “NewSpace Factory,” a
group of 10 small to medium sized
French space companies working
together to increase their international exposure, is also keeping watch
for launch opportunities, he said.
Menaco ID is part of NewSpace
Factory, a group whose members
include smallsat builder Nexeya,
smallsat antenna builder Anywaves,
and mechanical systems provider
Comat.
Zely declined to say how much

Menaco ID and CNES invested
in the EOS system. A wide range
of companies, including launch
providers, satellite manufacturers,
rideshare providers and independent
suppliers already produce separation systems. Zely said Menaco ID
seeks to distinguish itself by creating a deployer that is less than
4 kilograms, and holds satellites
in place by holding only one side.
Designing the EOS system to grip
only one face of a satellite means
other sides of the satellite can accommodate solar panels, antennas,
sensors and other features without
restrictions, he said. SN
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Menaco ID, with help from CNES,
making its first smallsat deployer
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Capella plans to speed up tasking
with Addvalue data relay

C

apella Space, a company building a constellation of radar satellites, announced an
agreement Aug. 5 to rely on Addvalue’s
Inter-Satellite Data Relay System and Inmarsat
satellites to speed up satellite tasking.
Radar satellite data is extremely time-sensitive. If it weren’t customers could simply wait
until morning or until clouds moved out of an
area to obtain electro-optical imagery, Payam
Banazadeh, Capella CEO and founder, told
SpaceNews.
With Addvalue terminals installed on its radar satellites, Capellas will have constant access
to uplink and downlink services. The agreement
is designed to give Capella an advantage in the
competitive Earth observation industry, Banazadeh said.
Addvalue Innovations of Singapore builds satellite terminals to send and receive data through
Inmarsat’s constellation of geosynchronous
L-band communications satellites and Inmarsat’s
Broadband Global Area Network.
Capella has raised more than $50 million to
build a constellation of 36 synthetic aperture radar
satellites to capture imagery with a resolution of
50 centimeters and revisit sites hourly.
To obtain satellite data, Capella customers will
send tasking requests through a web application
that routes the orders through the Inmarsat network,
according to the news release issued at the Small
Satellite Conference here. Details of the request,
including the location, time and frequency, will
flow through the network to the next available
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Capella Space launched its first tech demo SAR satellite in December, with plans to ultimately operate a
36-satellite constellation.

satellite. That satellite will obtain imagery and
return it along with associated metadata to Capella’s ground station network within minutes,
according to the release.
Capella launched its first radar satellite, a
technology demonstration, in December 2018.
Capella has not publicly released any imagery
from that spacecraft. Capella’s first operational
satellite, Sequoia, is scheduled to launch in late
2019 or early 2020, Banazadeh said.

Because constellation operators generally wait
for satellites to pass over one of their network
ground stations to uplink tasking orders, customers often wait four to eight hours for imagery,
Banazadeh said.
“In a world where you can send an email in
seconds, it should not take up to eight hours to
task a satellite and receive the data,” Banazadeh
said in a statement. “This bottleneck doesn’t
meet today’s business standards.” SN

In Brief

CAPELLA SPACE/RUAG

Ruag Space will produce payload adapters for Firefly Aerospace’s launch
vehicles under a deal signed in mid-July. Ruag Space said the purchase
agreement starts with an order for six launches, but is structured as
a multiyear deal without set quantities. The company has provided
adapters for more than a dozen launchers, from small vehicles such
as Rocket Lab’s Electron and Arianespace’s Vega to large ones such as
United Launch Alliance’s Atlas 5 and Russia’s Proton.
Christophe Bauer (center), director of marketing and sales for Ruag Space’s
Launchers Product Group, presents Firefly CEO Tom Markusic (right) with a 3D
model of the payload separation system Ruag will be producing for Firefly’s
launch vehicles.
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Are small satellites entering
the maturity stage?

T

he exponential growth of the global
market for small satellites with a launch
mass below 500 kilograms over the last
decade is due in part to a small initial market
size. The smallsat market experienced a 23%
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) from
2009 to 2018. Even greater expansion is expected
between 2019 and 2024.
In 2018, 322 small satellites were launched
globally through 44 launches. For the second
year in a row, the number of smallsats launched
was above the 300 units-per-year threshold,
i.e twice more than the 160-per-year average
identified between 2013 and 2017. Smallsats
accounted for 69% of the satellites launched
last year in number of satellites but only 4% of
the total mass launched (i.e 372 tons). Last year,
50% of the demand was driven by the U.S., with
more than 100 of those smallsats belonging to
commercial companies. Technology demonstration was the main application.
This market, still rife with uncertainty, is at the
beginning of an explosive growth cycle as large
scale, expensive constellations face their initial
launch, with growth giving way to a more stable
pace of maintenance and replenishment by 2025.
In the fifth edition of “Prospects for the Small
Satellite Market,” Euroconsult anticipates the rolling five-year growth rate for smallsats to peak at
48% in 2024. Following 2024, market size should
stabilize until second-generation megaconstellations begin to launch. Euroconsult projects
that between 2019 and 2028, more than 8,500
satellites will be launched, half of which will be
to support broadband constellations, for a total
market value of $42 billion.
Smallsat broadband megaconstellations are
becoming a reality by entering full deployment
after successful in-orbit validation and the latest
financing rounds of the most advanced projects,
namely OneWeb and SpaceX’s Starlink. Other
projects outside of the smallsat range (i.e., Telesat,
Leosat) are gearing up, too, but have yet to commit
to their suppliers. For all these projects, market
acceptance has yet to be validated. Availability
of low-cost terminals and efficient distribution
networks are key success factors for them.
Market segments other than broadband
constellations include government (defense),
Earth observation and narrowband providers.
Government interest in smallsats for operational
service is evident, closing the loop after pilot
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Euroconsult smallsat launch forecast for 2019-2028
Some 8,500 satellites with a launch mass of 500 kilograms or less stand to launch between 2019 and 2028, according to Paris-based Euroconsult.

Source: Euroconsult’s Prospects for the Small Satellite Market, 5th Edition

studies with 20-year horizons for responsive and
scalable capabilities. The most advanced optical
Earth observation constellations are nearing the
completion of their first generation, and now
need to generate revenue and commitments
from end users. Other value propositions with
different sensors are emerging, such as synthetic
aperture radar and hyperspectral imaging, but
only few have launched satellites so far. Companies sponsoring narrowband projects for Internet
of Things applications are already seeing some
shakeout, with follow-on impacts to suppliers.
Only a few of these companies will actually be able
to close funding and bring capability to market.
On the supply side, the industry is shifting to
new solutions. “As a service” business models are
appearing across the value chain, including data
analytics, payload and ground segment. Access
to space is becoming less of a bottleneck thanks
to rideshare opportunities on International Space
Station-bound cargo missions and the introduction of new launchers dedicated to small
satellites and facilitated by launch aggregators.
Dedicated solutions such as micro launchers
are just becoming available but many industry
observers recognize that the number of new
small launch projects far exceeds likely demand.
The position of launch aggregators, meanwhile, is shifting from logistically challenging

dedicated flight onboard heavy launchers, such
as Spaceflight booking a Falcon 9 for its SSO-A
dedicated rideshare mission, to micro launchers
where they book launch capacity in advance to
strengthen their backlog.
On the manufacturing side, mass production
of megaconstellation is just beginning to meet
deadlines set by spectrum licensing authorities.
Enabling components such as electric propulsion and deployable antennas to be tested before
commercialization will provide more agility to
their customers.
Eventually, supplier consolidation could
accelerate to reach equilibrium. 2019 will serve
as a stress test for the whole community with
consolidation or a few failures anticipated for
the less mature projects. In addition, investors
may be looking to lock in the momentum of the
past few years with successful exits.
During the upcoming years, the market will
drive the value of propositions currently under
development and determine whether smallsats
are now reaching a new threshold of maturity
or if radical and quick changes are now part of
the whole satellite industry. SN
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